INSTRUCTION MANUAL
AND
PARTS CATALOGUE
FOR

THE ALBUTT RANGE OF
YARDSCRAPERS
THIS MUST BE USED IN CONJUNCTION WITH ALBUTT’S
GENERAL OPERATOR’S MANUAL
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OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
TELESCRAPE YARDSCRAPERS
Model

Width

Blade Height

Depth

Weight

YS50GV

2.2m to 3.1m

530 mm

1130 mm

490 kgs

YS30GV

1.8m to 2.7m

530 mm

1130 mm

470 kgs

SCRAPE POSITION
With the blade on floor, the pivot pin should be positioned in the centre of the slot. The pivot pin will float up and down
inside the slot to accommodate gradients and uneven surfaces. Excessive down pressure on the pivot pin should be
avoided. The weight of the blade provides sufficient ground pressure.

LIFT POSITION
The blade can be lifted and kept in the horizontal plane. The hook at the base of the pivot arm should be hooked under
the plate adjacent to the main pivot pin. This can be achieved by lowering the telehandler boom and crowding the top of
the carriage back towards or away from the handler, depending on position of the scraper blade.

TO REVERSE BLADE
Lift the boom of the telehandler allowing the pivot pin to rest in the bottom of the floating slot. Lift the scraper blade
clear of ground allowing it to swing. Lower the boom allowing the blade to rest on the floor on rocker plates. Carefully
drive the machine forwards or backwards allowing the scraper blade to roll over. Position the main pivot pin in the middle
of the float slot and continue to scrape.
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